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Item Name
983

984

Item Description

The purpose is to assist collectors to appreciate and interpret such
The Postal History of Montana through June 30,
relics of the postal system in Montana as may have survived from
1870 [Paperback] Daniel Y. Meschter
the period embraced here
The purpose of the present study is to go beyond the artifacts of
postal history-the actual covers-and the lists of post offices and
catalogues of postmarks to examine the wider context in which
Pre-Territorial Colorado Postal History
the postal system in Colorado evolved, including Colorado's
[Paperback] Daniel Y. Meschter
geographic setting, frontier history, gold discoveries, political
development and the events of everyday life, so far as they can be
found out.

Price

Condition

$20.00

some color rubbing on cover. Pages and binding
are firm and tight

$19.95

1004

Colorado Illustrated Covers [Paperback]
Segerstrom, Kenneth

The monograph is organized on the basis of economic subject
matter represented in the illustrated advertisement.

$20.00

Pages and Cover show signs of corner bumps

1008

Arizona Territorial Postmark Catalog 6th edition
[Plastic Comb] Owen H. Kriege

Includes years of operation of post offices; pricing system for
territorial covers which have been included alphabetically

$30.00

Appears never used

1818

Western post offices Helbock, Richard W

The first attempt to publish a complete listing of all the US post
offices which have ever operated in the 11 coterminous western
states and Alaska in a single volume

$35.00

Appears never used. Pages and binding firm.
Pages and cover clean

$25.95

Pages and cover like new. Top of page shows the
normal age stain from shelf storage. Does not
include dustcover. Pages and binding are firm
and tight. Appears never used.

$40.00

Pages like new. Cover sound. Some pages not
firmly attached to binding but not loose. Dust
cover not included.

$19.95

Appears as if never used. Pages and binding are
firm. Pages and cover clean without defect

$20.00

Never used. Pages and binding are firm and tight.
Glue on the tape of the spine is aged and a bit
loose.

1824

2646

2681

2685

The goal is the production of an encyclopedic listing of all
settlements within Colorado, briefly identifying their location and
Colorado postal history: The post offices, Bauer,
raison d' etre. Such a study would be integrated through postal
William H
history to detail the development of the written communications
network within Colorado
The purpose of this publication is to make available the most
significant entries found in the official but unpublished "Records
A Century of California Post Offices [Perfect
of Appointments"; secondly, to bring together other published but
Paperback] Walter N. Frickstad
dispersed information about the first decade of California postal
service.
Compilation of five Postal Route Maps dating from the mid 1880's
Frontier Centennial Western Postal Route Atlas
and covering the eleven wester United States completely with the
[Plastic Comb] Richard W. Helbock
exception of Utah
This is a compilation of various official and unoffical records. This
listing covers the period up to February 14, 1912 when Arizona
The Territorial Post Offices of Arizona [Library
became a state. Dates of establishment, discontiuance, and reBinding] Sheldon H. Dike
establisment are given together with name changes, chronological
county location and name of the first postmaster
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2688

Nevada Post Offices: An Illustrated History
[Hardcover] Gamett, James and Paher, Stanley
W.

About 760 towns, ranches and communities had post offices and
here is a list of them-where they are, when they opened and
closed and unusual information about them.

$35.00

Pages and cover appear as if never used. Clean
and fresh. Copies without dustcover. Binding and
pages are firm and tight.

2711

Oregon Postmaster Compensation 1851-1911
[Paperback] Richard W. Helbeck

Postmaster compensation does provide an accurate and detailed
record of the relative volume of business for early post offices.

$3.00

Never used. Some age discoloration & small
crease on back cover from shelf storage

2717

Post Offices of Oregon Washington and Idaho
[Hardcover] Robert L. Landis

Limited edition. The owner of this manual can be well rewarded in
his quests for the elusive DPO's of the Oregon country. Lists post
offices with some illustrations of cancels

$45.00

Fresh and clean. Pages and binding are firm and
tight. Appears never used.

3166

Postmarked Alaska;: A Saga of the Early Alaska
Mails Cavagnol, Joseph J

The text has been mainly concerned with the history of the mails
during the nineteenth century, and in many cases it has been
impossible to determine the history surround certain events
dealing with the mails, since many of the routes that service the
small mioning camps and towns have faded into oblivion with
little or no mention of them in official records.

$38.95

Pages are sound with out marks although shows
some sign of age discoloration. Cover with some
scratches and discoloration. Pages and binding
are firm and tight

3640

Postmarks of Territorial Alaska [Plastic Comb]
Richard W. Helbock

Limited edition of 400. A first attempt to classify and catalog the
various types of postmarks used in the offices of Alaska during its
territorial period from 1867 to 1959.

$23.95

Pages clean and fresh. Some age discoloration
on back cover. Limited edition of 400 and signed
by author. 1st edition,.

Colorado Territorial and Pre-Territorial
Postmarks [Hardcover] David L. Jarrett

This book is principally a catalog of all of the postmarks known to
be used on covers from what is now Colorado before it became a
state of 1 August 1876. It includes covers mailed in Colorado
Territory and those from the pre-territorial period when Colorado
was a part of Nebraska Territory, Utah Territory, Kansas Territory
or the western residual of Kansas Territory

$42.95

The Story of Montana's Place Names

$15.00

Appears to have never been used

Checklist of Alaska post offices brances & stations 1867-1988

$15.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Cover
with sellers handstamp

A Checklist of Nevada Post Offices 1852-1988

$15.00

Checklist of Montana Post Offices 1864-1988

$15.00

5057

5283

5342
5343
5349

Names on the Face of Montana: The Story of
Montana's Place Names [Paperback] Cheney,
Roberta Carkeek
A Checklist of Alaska Post Offices Branches &
Stations 1867 - 1988 [Pamphlet] Richard W.
Helbock
A Checklist of Nevada Post Offices 1852 - 1988
[Pamphlet] Richard W. Helbock
A Checklist of Montana Post Offices 1864 - 1988
[Pamphlet] Richard W. Helbock

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Cover
w/ sellers handstamp
Pages and binding firm. Sellers handstamp on
front cover
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6204

6402

8007

Item Name

Item Description

Price

Condition

A Checklist of Arizona Post Offices 1856 - 1988
[Pamphlet] Richard W. Helbock

Checklist of Arizona Post Offices 1856-1988

$15.00

Pages and binding are firm. NEVER USED. Sellers
handstamp on front cover

A reproduction of the records of postmaster compensation for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1901, for the Western U.S. from the U.
S. "Official Register"
Klondike Gold: The Philatelic History of the Story of the Klondike and Yukon told by using a philatelic approach
Klondike Gold Rush [Hardcover] Kutz, Kenneth with emphasis on some of the more interesting postal material
J.
that has survived.
Listings on territorial postmarks in this book are based on the
Montana Territorial Postmarks [Paperback]
study of 2565 covers with a total of 613 different postmarks from
Wesley N. Shellen and Francis Dunn
272 Montana post offices
A comprehensive listing of all Utah postal entities, including post
Utah Post Offices [Plastic Comb] Lloyd W. Shaw offices, stations, branches and other postal units including railway
post offices, etc....
The Henry G. Turnbull Collection of Arizona
Auction catalog of 550 lots of over 10,000 covers from both the
Territorial and Statehood Postmarks
Territorial and Statehood periods. Catalog well illustrated in color
[Paperback] H.R. Harmer, INC
with descriptions.
Western Post Offices in 1900 [Paperback]
Raven Press

$15.00

$30.00

$35.00

$9.95

Recounts and illustrates the postal history of California and the
$145.00
historical background against which the story of the mails evolved.

8082

Letters of Gold [Hardcover] Jesse L. Coburn

8229

1879 Postmaster Compensation in the West
[Paperback] Raven Press

A reprint of the Official Register of 1879 Postmaster
compensation in the Western United States & Territories

8337

8563

8570

$14.00

Pages and binding firm and tight. Never used.
Pages and binding are firm. Dust cover with a
few edge tears

$15.00

Appears never used. Pages and binding are firm.
Cover shows age discoloration and staining.

Gateway to the West [Hardcover] Thomas J.
Alexander & David T. Beals III

1977 "WESTPEX" annual exhibition Grand Award & Special Awards
for the exhibit "Gateway to the West" which detailed the
westward overland migration from the time of the Louisiana
Purchase to the end of the Civil War. The end of the period
marked the start of the push to build the transcontinental railroad
and brought to a close the pioneer phase of settling the west.
Exhibit includes postal history with illustrations and descriptions
detailing the opening of the west. A valuable reference exhibit
written by two very prominent philatelists.

$75.00

This is a photocopy of the Grand Award exhibit
of Thomas Alexander & David Beals (both noted
philatelists) The photocopy pages appear never
used and are clean. This is a valuable reference
for postal history of the opening of the west

Ghost towns and mining camps of California
Nadeau, Remi A

A carefully crafted book which encompasses hundreds of onetime
town and cities between the Oregon and Mexico lines

$9.00

Dustcover intact with damage. Pages and
binding are firm. Pages clean without defect.

$50.00

Pages clean without defect. Binding and pages
are firm. Cover without defect

Abstract of the official records of the establishment,
A Century of California Post Offices [Hardcover]
discontinuance and change of name opf post offices operated in
Walter N. Frickstad
California from 1848 to the end of 1954
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8571

3 years in California; (California centennial
edition) Borthwick, John David

Account of the gold region of California by the author who was an
artist of superior talents. This narrative is well written and is a
unique detailed record of the mining activities along the western
slope of the Sierras

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean with out
defect. Limited edition of 1000 copies

8572

Nome Gold Kutz, Kenneth J.

Two years of the Great Gold Rush in American History 1900-1902

$45.00

Pages clean and fresh. Dust cover intact w/ small
tear. Author dedication and signature.

8574

The Story of California [Hardcover] Steward
Eduard White

Reprint edition 1948 of original books Gold copyright 1913; The
Gray Dawn copyright 1915 & The Rose Dawn copyright 1920

$11.95

Pages and binding are firm. Pages and cover are
clean without defect

2709 &
2644

Western Postmaster Compensation in the
1880's [Paperback] Richard W. Helbock

Postmaster compensation data has long been considered by
postal historians as the best source of information regarding the
potential 'supply' of postmarks from early post offices. Postmaster
compensation does provide an accurate and detailed record of the
relative volume of business for early post offices

$15.00

Items appear never used. Pages and binding are
firm and tight. Cover with a bit of color rubbing

5057a

Colorado Territorial and Pre-Territorial
Postmarks [Hardcover] David L. Jarrett

$23.95

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Includes
slipcase & map. Appears never used
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